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What is a Social Studies What is a Social Studies 

ERQ?ERQ?



What is a Social Studies ERQ?What is a Social Studies ERQ?

�� ��not like reading.not like reading.

�� ��not like math.not like math.

�� ��not like Onnot like On--Demand or personal Demand or personal 

narratives, etc.narratives, etc.

�� Social Studies Social Studies ERQsERQs are in a world of their are in a world of their 

own!own!

�� Social Studies draws on background Social Studies draws on background 

knowledge.knowledge.



With a Social Studies ERQWith a Social Studies ERQ��

You either know it or you donYou either know it or you don’’t.t.

ScaryScary��but also freeing!but also freeing!



What Do I Need to Know?What Do I Need to Know?

�� There is no passage to read for a Social There is no passage to read for a Social 

Studies ERQStudies ERQ��no comma quoting, etc.no comma quoting, etc.

�� There is no problem to solve in a Social There is no problem to solve in a Social 

Studies ERQ, no showing your work.Studies ERQ, no showing your work.

�� There is no Writing Task for a Social There is no Writing Task for a Social 

Studies ERQ.Studies ERQ.

�� Social Studies Social Studies ERQsERQs are simply questions are simply questions 

that require an extended, or long, answer.that require an extended, or long, answer.



DonDon’’t Be Intimidated Becauset Be Intimidated Because��

�� You have been WELL prepared for these You have been WELL prepared for these 

ERQsERQs..

�� You have a DEEP knowledge base.You have a DEEP knowledge base.

�� You have a tool box you donYou have a tool box you don’’t even know t even know 

about!about!

�� You have the ability to do a super job!You have the ability to do a super job!

�� Ms. Stephens KNOWS you can do well!!!Ms. Stephens KNOWS you can do well!!!





CHA
RTS

1-30



REAL LIFE CONNECTIONREAL LIFE CONNECTION

Connect Connect whatwhat YOUYOU know know 

or have experienced or have experienced to to 

the question.the question.



UNDERLINEUNDERLINE CRITICALCRITICAL

VOCABULARYVOCABULARY

��Critical Vocabulary (CVW) are Critical Vocabulary (CVW) are 
important detail words.important detail words.

��Underlining makes the words Underlining makes the words 
POP OUTPOP OUT to the reader!to the reader!

��Underlining also shows what you Underlining also shows what you 
know better to the reader!know better to the reader!



SoSo��..

WhatWhat’’s a Social s a Social 

Studies ERQ Look Studies ERQ Look 

Like?Like?


